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LOCALLY-TRIVIAL BUNDLES AND MICROBUNDLES
WITH INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL FIBERS

T.  A.  CHAPMAN1

Abstract. The object of this note is to establish trivialization

theorems for locally-trivial bundles and microbundles in which the

fiber is any one of a large class of infinite-dimensional topological

vector spaces and the base space is any paracompact space. These

theorems generalize results of Henderson and Wong.

1. Introduction. In this paper we prove that certain locally-trivial

bundles and microbundles with infinite-dimensional fibers are trivial. Our

first result concerns the triviality of locally-trivial bundles whose fibers

are certain infinite-dimensional topological vector spaces (TVS's).

Theorem 1. Let | be a locally-trivial bundle with fiber F and base B any

paracompact space. If F is any TVS which is homeomorphic (^) to its own

countable-infinite product Fa, then í is trivial.

This is clearly false for finite-dimensional fibers (i.e. Euclidean spaces)

and it is the product structure of £w that makes this result possible. We

remark that there are many examples of infinite-dimensional TVS's £

which satisfy the condition F^.Fm; for example any separable infinite-

dimensional Fréchet space [1], any infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [2],

or any infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space [2]. In fact there is no

known example of an infinite-dimensional Fréchet space £ for which the

condition F^Fa is not satisfied.

A special case of Theorem 1 was established by Wong [9] in which f =/2

(separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space) and B is any countable

locally-finite simplicial complex. The proof we give of Theorem 1 uses

techniques which are completely different from those of Wong.

In our second result we establish a version of Theorem 1 for micro-

bundles.
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Theorem 2. Let f be a microbundle with fiber F and base B any para-

compact space. Then £ is trivial provided that F is a metric TVS which satisfies

the condition F^Fa>.

In [4] Henderson proved Theorem 2 with the same conditions on the

fiber F but with more restrictive conditions on the base B; namely that B is

a paracompact space which has the homotopy type of a simplicial (or

CW) complex. This result was one of the crucial steps in proving the open

embedding theorem of [6] (and various other results about infinite-

dimensional manifolds).

The proof we give of Theorem 2 is completely independent of the micro-

bundle techniques used by Henderson in [4]. Our idea (for both Theorems

1 and 2) is to make use of a parametric version of Wong's coordinate-

switching technique which was used to prove that homeomorphisms on

certain infinite-dimensional spaces are isotopic to the identity [8]. This

approach enables us to completely ignore the homeomorphism group of

the fiber, which is particularly necessary when the fiber is an infinite-

dimensional TVS (as the compact-open topology is not even jointly

continuous).

2. Lemmas for Theorem 1. We first introduce some notation. For finite

products YTi=x %i we will use/»2 to denote projection onto Xi7 for 1 ̂ /'=n.

If each Xi is itself a finite product, then/», ° p{ will denote the projection of

r]"=i %i onto they'th factor of Xt. If we have functions fiXf-t-Yi, for

1^/:2h, then /, x • • • xfn will denote the function from TYLiXi to

n?=i Y i defined by/ ° pt=pt °(/xx- • -x/J. If gi-.X—Yt is a function,
for 1 :=/'_«, then (gx, • • • , g„) will denote the function from X to \~li=x Yi

defined by gt=Pi ° (gx, " ' , gn)- The above definitions have obvious

analogues for countable products.

For spaces X, Y, and Z we say that a function fiXx Y-*XxZ is X-

preserving provided that px °f=Px- F°r eacn x e X we let fx denote the

function from Y to Z defined by fx(y)=f(x, y), for all y e Y. We also make

analogous definitions of X-preseroing functions/: YxX-*-ZxX. We use /

to denote the closed interval [0, 1 ] and idx to denote the identity function

of X (where the subscript is suppressed when there is no ambiguity). We

also use the term map to mean a continuous function.

The basic notion of this section is the following: A space X has the

reflective isotopy property if there exists an /-preserving homeomorphism

/of XaXI onto itself such that/0=id and/, interchanges the first and

second coordinates, i.e. px °f=P%, Pi °fx=Px, and/>¿ °/i=/»¿, for all z'^3.

The following lemma is due to J. E. West [7] and it identifies some spaces

which have the reflective isotopy property.

Lemma 2.1 [7, p. 579].    Every TVS has the reflective isotopy property.
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Moreover the /-preserving homeomorphism of Lemma 2.1 which

switches coordinates can be required to fix the origin at each level. That is

for a TVS £ there is an /-preserving homeomorphism/of F^xl onto itself

such that /o=id, /x interchanges the first and second coordinates, and

/t(0, 0, • • -)=(0, 0, • • •), for all r e £ We now apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain
the following result.

Lemma 2.2.   If F is a TVS, then there exists an I-preserving map cp:Fmx

FaxI->FaxI such that

(1) tplF" X F°> X (0, 1) is a homeomorphism of Fa xFax (0, 1) onto Fa X

(0, 1),
(2) cpo=Px (projection ofF^xF*0 on to its first factor Fa),

(3) cpx=p2,

(4) tpt((0, 0, • • •), (0, 0, • • -))=(0, 0, • • -),for 0=i^l,
(5) for each integer n_T there is an e, 0<e<l, such that Pi°Pi=

Pi ° <Ptifor 0=?=£ and l^i^n,
(6) for each integer h_T there is an e, 0<£<1, such that pi° p2=

Pi ° ¥f>f0T 1— e = r=l and l^i^n.

Proof.   Define <pVi : £<° x F°-*F'a by

Pi ° 9>i/2 = Pu+d/2 ° Pi,   for i odd,

= Pi/2°P2,        for i even.

For all integers «¡i2 define cp1/{n+x):F'axF'°-^F'0 by

Pi°<PlHn+l)=Pi°Pl,        forl</^B,

= Pi-n °p2,   for « + 1 Si i ^ 2/1,

= Pi ° <Pm>    for 2« + 1 ^ i.

Similarly for all integers n=2 define cpn/ln+1):FaxFa-*F° by

Pi ° <Pn/(n+D = Pi °Pi,       for 1 ^ i <: n,

= /»i_n °pi,    for w + 1 <: i <; In,

= Pi° <Pi/2>    f°r 2n + 1 _: i.

This defines cp on the set U {F"xF<°x{t}\t=ll(n+l) or t=n/(n+1)}. To

extend cp to all of F(°xF'°xI put cp0=px, cpx=p2, and use Lemma 2.1 to

extend ç> to the entire interval joining any two consecutive points of

{ll(n+l)\n = l}KJ{nl(n+l)\n = l}.
We now state and prove the main result of this section. It will be needed

in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2.3.   Let Xbea topological space, a : X^-I be a map, and let F be

a TVS. If fis an X-preserving homeomorphism of XxFa onto itself, then
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there is an X-preserving homeomorphism fi of XxFa onto itself such that

(.fa)x=fx,for all x e or^O), and (fa)x=id,for all x e or*(l).

Proof. Let /' : X X Fa-*X xF^xIhe defined by i(x, a)=(x,a, tx(x)), for

all (x, a) e Xx Fa. Then we define/, to be the function which makes the

following diagram commute :

f X id x id
X x Fm x F<° x I --> Xx F" x F* x I

id x <r4 iid x *
X x Fa x I X x F" x I

i] [(Pi'PJ
X x Fa-+ X x Fa

Here cp is the function of Lemma 2.2 and (/»i,/»2) is projection. To avoid

ambiguity we remark that (id x cp) » (fx id x id) o (id x q>~x)(x, a, 0)=

(f(x, a), 0) and (idx <p) o (/xidxid) ° (idx <p~x)(x, a, l)=(x, a, 1), for

all (x, a) eXxFa. It can be routinely verified that/, fulfills our require-

ments.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. We are given a locally-trivial bundle f=

(£, p, B) with fiber Fa, where F is a TVS. That is p : E—>-B is a map and for

each ¿65 there is an open set !/<= B containing b and a homeomorphism

hv of UxF0> ontop~x(U) such that/» » hv=px- We want to prove that f is

trivial, i.e. construct a homeomorphism // of BxFa onto £ such that

p  o //=/>,.

Since £ is paracompact there exists a locally-finite open cover {U„\<s e 2}

of B such that for each neS there exists a homeomorphism //„ of £/„ x Fa

onto p~x(Ua) such that/» ° ha=px. Choose a closed cover {Ca\o e 2} of £

such that Cffc= £/„, for all o e 2. Let ^ be the set of all pairs (r, h(T)),

where L<=2 and //(T) is a homeomorphism of ((J {Cy|y e T})xFa onto

P-1(U {Cy\y G F}) satisfying /> ° //(r)=/»1. We can partially order & by

defining (I\, h(Tx))^(T2, h(T2)) if and only if r,c:r2 and h(T2) agrees

with h(Tx) on

KU {cy | y e rj)\(u wy | y e r2\rA)] x f°.

Let Jf he any chain in @. We will show that 3ff has an upper bound.

Note that (T, h(T))<-^>T sets up a bijection between Jf and a collection

S of subsets of 2. Let T* = (J {T\T e9>} and for each Te2\J{T*} let
C(r)=U {Cv|y 6 T}. For any element x e C(r*) we can choose an ele-

ment Txe32> such that x e Ux<^ C(TX), where Ux is relatively open in
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C(r*) and UxC\U=0, for all a e T*\Tm. Then we define h(T*)\UxxFm=

h(Tx)\UxxFa. In this manner we obtain a function h(T*):C(r*)xF'°^

/?_1(C(r*)). It can easily be checked that h(T*) is an onto homeomorphism

and /» o h(T*)=/»i. Moreover (T*, h(T*)) is an upper bound for Jf.

Using Zorn's lemma it follows that S has a maximal element (T, h(T)).

We will be done if we can prove that r=2. Thus assume that there is some

element o e 2\I\ We will obtain a contradiction to the fact that (I1, h(T))

is maximal. Let C=\J {Cy\y e Y} and put À=(/i(r))-1 o hc\(Cr\U0)xFa,

which is a (CfMJA-preserving homeomorphism of (Cr\Ua)xF'° onto

itself. Let 5:C->-/ be a map such that CnC,ca-'(0) and K<^Cr\Ua,

where £ is the closure of a_1([0, 1)) in C. Then put <x=ñ\C(~\U<T. Using the

notation of Lemma 2.3 (with X=Cr\Ua) consider the homeomorphism

haof (Cr\ U„) x £<°onto itself. It follows that hx\(Cr\Ca) x Fa=h\(CnCa) X

£<"and hx\((Cf~\ UA\K) x Fa=id. Then h(T) o *,': (Cn U„) X F"-*pr1(Cr\ Ua)
is an onto homeomorphism which satisfies h(T) o h\^(Cr\CAxFa=

ha\(CnCAxF" and h(T) o /iC[|((Cnt/ff)\£)x£'0=/I(r)|((Cnt/<r)\£)x£".

This means that we can define g: (CUC„) x /""-»-/r^CuC,,) as follows:

g(x, a) = h(T)(x, a), for (x, a) e (C\K) X £w,

= A(D o hA[x, a),   for (x, a)e(Cn Ua) x f,

= h„(x, a), for (x, a)eCax F».

It is clear that (rufa}, g) e 'S and (r, h(T))<(T<j{ct}, g), contradicting

the maximality of (r, h(T)).

4. Lemmas for Theorem 2. We will first establish a version of Lemma

2.3 where f:XxFm^-XxFíú is an A"-preserving open embedding (i.e. a

homeomorphism into), rather than a homeomorphism onto. At first one

might think that such a result would follow directly from the proof of

Lemma 2.3, but it will not work. Indeed iff is an open embedding in the

proof of Lemma 2.3, then/a does not necessarily have to be open. The

problem arises in the upper part of the diagram used there. Let us call/*

the map which makes the following diagram commute:

/ x id x id
X x £"> x £w x /->■  X X Fa x £<" x /

id x cp-1] jid x V

X X Fa x I ->• X x Fa x I

f*
If/is a homeomorphism onto, then so is/*. However if/is an open em-

bedding, then/* is an embedding and/*|A'x£tux [0, 1) is an open em-

bedding, but/* might fail to be open at points of XxF^x^}. Roughly
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the idea is to use/*|ArxF<ax [0, |] to move "halfway" from orx(0) to

a_1(l). Then we move the rest of the way to a_1(l) by using a modification

of Alexander's trick.

Lemma 4.1. Let Xbea topological space, « : X-+I be a map, and let F be

a metric TVS. If /:A'xF£0-»-JfxFc° is an X-preserving open embedding

which satisfies f\Xx{(0, 0, • • -)}=id, then there is an X-preserving open

embedding fx:XxFa-+XxF" such that fx\Xx{(0, 0, • • -)}=id, (fx)x=fx,

for all x e a_1(0), and (fAx=idx, for all x e arx(\).

Proof. Let X1=or1([0, -|]) and using the notation of Lemma 2.3 let

/1:Ar1xFt0->lr1xF" be the map which makes the following diagram

commute :

/ X id x id
Xx x F" x Fa x I-► Xx x Fm x Fm X I

id x çr-4 |id x f

XxX Fa x I XxX F" x I

i] HPuPÙ

Xx x Fw-*■ Xx x Fa

It is easy to check that/! is an open embedding which satisfies fx\Xxx

{(0,0, •••)}=id, (fx)x=fx, for all xe*-x(0), and (fj¿au a2, ■ • •)=

(a'x, a2, a3, at, ■ ■ •), where (a'x, a'3, ■ • -)=fx(ax, a3, ■ ■ ■), for all x e or1®

and (ax, a2, ■ ■ ■) e Fa. Thus (fx)x(0, a2, 0, a4, • • •)=((), a2, 0, a4, • • •), for

all (0, a2, 0, a4, • • •) 6 Fa> and x e or1®.

Let X2=arx([\,\]) and let ^={(aj)eP,|fl,-0 for i odd}. Using

Theorem 3.1 of [3] there exists a homeomorphism u of P" onto F^x [|, 1)

such that u(A)=F0>x {£}. Define g : X2 x Fa->-X2 x F<° to be the open embed-

ding which satisfiesgx(ax, a2, • • -)=(a'x, a2, d3, a4, ■ • •), where (a'x, a3, ■ • •)=

f(ax, a3, ■ ■ ■), for all x e X2 and (a,, a2, • • •) e Fa. Note that/i|oc-1(£)x

Fa=g\«r\Ç) x f". Also |=(idx2 x u) <> g o (iàX2 x u_1) is an ^-preserving

open embedding of X2 xFmx [£,1) into itself which satisfies gx\Fa x {£}=id,

for all x e X2.
Using Alexander's trick define g2:X2xFax [\, l)->-XixFax [£, 1) by

the following formula:

(&)«((«*). 0
= (Sad, t), for \ < t £ <x(x),

= w(x) o gx((af), (t - 2cc(x) + 1)12(1 - <x(x))),   for x(x) < t,

where  w(x)((al),s)=((al),(2s-l)(l-oi(x))+a.(x)),  for  -|^j=1.  Note
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that (g2)x=gx, for x e a_1(£), and (g2)x=id, for x e a_1(l). It can easily be

checked that g2 is an open embedding. Then f2=(idXtxu~1) °g2 o

(idx,xu):X2xF<a->-X2xF(û is an AVpreserving open embedding which

satisfies fjprHü x Fm=f1\a.-1ß) xFw'and f^ar^l) X £t"=id. Then/. :Xx

F^XxF" can be defined by/a|Ar1x£<0=/1 andfx\X2xF°'=f2.

We will also need the following result.

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a paracompact space and let F be a metric TVS.

IfA^Xis closed and £/c: AxFa is a relatively open subset of A x £m which

contains A X {(0, 0, ■ • •)}, then there exists an X-preserving open embedding

f:XxFa^XxFm such thatf\Xx {(0, 0, • - -)}=id and f(A x £<")<= U.

Proof. Let V he an open subset of X x Fa which satisfies Vr\ (A x Fa)=

U and put W= Ku [(X\A) x Fa], an open set containing Xx {(0, 0, • • •)}.

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2 of [4] and Lemma 2 of [5]

there is an X-preserving open embedding f:XxFa^>-XxF'a such that

f\Xx {(0, 0, • • -)}=id and f(Xx £")<= W. Clearly f(A x £">)<= U.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. We are given a microbundle f=(£, /',/, B)

with fiber £<*, where £ is a metric TVS. That is we are given a diagram

B ->-* £ -** B, where B is the base space, £ is the total space, and i,j are

maps such that y" o i=idB and the following local triviality condition is

satisfied : for each b e B there exists an open neighborhood U of b and an

open embedding hu:UxF°'^>-E such that the following diagram com-

mutes :

U X £<"

Here jcO denotes the injection u^-(u, (0, 0, • • •)). In the sequel we will

write this diagram as hrj <= (x0)=i\U and j o hv=px. What we need to do

is construct an open embedding h.BxF^^-E such that h o (x0)=i and

joh=px.

The proof now proceeds in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

Zorn's lemma is used in an analogous fashion and we will only prove a

result which is analogous to the last part of the proof of Theorem 1. Thus
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let C<^B be closed and assume that there exists an embedding hc:Cx

Fa^E such that hc(CxFw) is a relatively open subset of j~x(C), hc °

(*0)=/'|C, andy o hc=px. Let A c U<= B, where A is closed and U is open.

Assume that there exists an open embedding hu'-UxF^-^E such that

hrj o (xO)=i\U and/ ° hjj=Px- What we want to do is construct an em-

bedding h* : (A UC) x Fm->-E such that h*((A UC) xFa) is a relatively open

subset of j~l(A\JC), h* ° (xO)=i\A(jC, j ° //*=/»,, and //* agrees with

hc on (C\U)xFm.
Using Lemma 4.2 we can assume that hu(UxF'a)nj-1(C)'=hc(CxF'a).

Thus (as in the proof of Theorem 1) let h=hcx o hu\(Cr\U)xF'°, which isa

(Cní/)-preserving open embedding of (CnU)xF'0 into itself such that

h\(CnU) x {(0, 0, • • -)}=kf Now we use Lemma 4.1 (as Lemma 2.3 was

analogously used in the proof of Theorem 1) to obtain a (Cn f/)-preserving

open embedding h, of (CnU)xFa> into itself such that ha\(CnU)x

{(0, 0, • • -)}=id, //a|(Cn/f)xF<°=/z|(Cn,i)xFû\ and ha\((CnU)\K)x
Fm=id, where (as in the proof of Theorem 1) K is the closure of oc([0, 1))

in C. Then hx is used in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 1 to

obtain our required h*.
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